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Madurese is a Malayo-Polynesian language spoken by 8 million people on the islands of 
Madura and East Java, Indonesia [1]. Early studies describe Madurese as maintaining a three-
way contrast between voiced, voiceless, and aspirated stops in syllable onsets at five places of 
articulation [2,3], abbreviated here as /D/, /T/, and /TH/. However, this account is challenged 
by several findings. First, Madurese maintains a strict phonotactic restriction on CV co-
occurrence: /D/ and /TH/ precede “high” vowels /i ɨ u ɤ/, whereas /T/ exclusively precedes their 
non-high counterparts /ɛ ə ɔ a/, such that /T/ never forms minimal pairs with /D/ or /TH/ 
independently of vowel quality [1]. Second, acoustic studies [1,4] have found that while /D/ is 
realized with robust prevoicing, there is considerable overlap in voice onset time (VOT) 
distributions for /T/ and /TH/ (see Fig. 1), atypical of languages where these are contrastive, 
e.g. Thai [5]. Third, results of a pilot study using a /p/ ~ /ph/ continuum suggested that Madurese 
listeners attended only to F1, and not VOT, when making categorization judgments [6]. 

Together, these findings suggest that only differences in VOT lead times, but not lag times, 
function as a perceptual cue to the laryngeal contrast in Madurese. This would follow from an 
“associative” perspective on cue weighting, under which listeners’ cue weights in perception 
can be predicted as a function of their acoustic distributions in production (see review in [7]). 
First, however, we need to establish whether there is any distributional configuration under 
which Madurese listeners will shift attention to the generally less informative VOT cue. In [6], 
the experimental stimuli contained F1 values which were clear exemplars of /T/ or /TH/-
category words. This may have led listeners to ignore the secondary cue (VOT), despite its 
correlation with the primary cue (F1). Since secondary cues to voicing exert the strongest 
influence on voicing perception when the primary cue is ambiguous [8,9], in this study, we 
neutralize the informativeness of the primary cue, i.e. F1. If Madurese listeners do use 
(positive) VOT to distinguish /T/ and /TH/, this configuration should provide the most 
favorable conditions for listeners to shift their attention to the distributionally less reliable VOT 
cue. Moreover, if their cue weight for (negative) VOT is predicted by its acoustic distribution, 
we expect them to use it robustly to distinguish /D/ from /T/ and /TH/ when F1 is ambiguous. 

Recordings were made of a phonetically-trained native speaker of Madurese producing CV 
syllables corresponding to phonotactically legal (e.g. /dɤ/, /ta/, /thɤ/) and illegal (e.g. */da/, */tɤ/, 
*/tha/) combinations at three places of articulation (POA: labial, alveolar, velar) followed by 
the vowels /ɤ/ and /a/. Using Praat [10], f0 was made identical in all syllables. Then, 
STRAIGHT [11] was used to create a vowel quality ambiguous between /ɤ/ and /a/ and a 14-
step VOT continuum ranging from -60 ms to +70 ms in 10 ms increments at each POA. These 
stimuli were administered to 42 native speakers of Madurese through a 3AFC listening 
experiment in which they identified the syllable onset presented in Madurese standardized 
orthography, e.g. <d> for /d/, <t> for /t/ or <dh> for /th/. Multinomial mixed-effect regressions 
were fit to the data using the mclogit package [12] in R [13]. The model of best fit included an 
interaction between the fixed factors POA (3 levels) and VOT (continuous), and random 
intercepts per listener. Estimated marginal means and post-hoc pairwise comparisons with 
Bonferroni adjustment were computed with emmeans [14]. 

Model estimates are shown in Fig. 2. The probability of /D/ responses compared to /T/ or 
/TH/ is very high in the negative VOT range, suggesting little confusion in the presence of any 
prevoicing. In the positive VOT range, an increase in probability of /T/ and /TH/ responses is 
observed; however, /TH/ remains a less probable response than /T/ over the positive range, 
except at the highest VOT values with the labial POA (leftmost panel). The fact that listeners 
largely fail to use VOT to distinguish these categories even when F1 is uninformative suggests 
that the Madurese laryngeal contrast is primarily a two-way contrast signaled through 
differences in (pre-)voicing but not aspiration. The weak but reliable acoustic covariance 
between vowel height and aspiration may instead have a physiological basis [15]. 



 
Fig. 1. VOT distributions by stop type and POA, based on data from [4]. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Predicted probability of voiced, voiceless and aspirated responses at 14 VOT steps and 3 POAs. 
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